The Problem

The **Justice Gap** is the difference between the civil legal needs of low-income Americans and the resources available to meet those needs.

**The Issues at Stake**
- Domestic Violence
- Protective Orders
- Evictions
- Disability & Veterans’ Benefits Filings
- Child Custody

The Results

- Putting all new legal technology tools in place immediately would result in a 13% decline in lawyers’ billable hours.
- Online resources make legal research and counsel available to anyone with an internet connection.

What If….

Emerging technologies could be used to make accurate legal information readily accessible and legal counsel affordable for all?

The Tools

- Artificial Intelligence systems can conduct legal document scans using Natural Language Processing algorithms.
- Websites such as Nolo.com, Cornell Law School’s Legal Information Institute and Legalzoom.com provide resources for online legal research.
- Legal advice chat bots and web apps provide direct and confidential access to legal forms and counsel at little or no cost.
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